RZR Cab Back
P/N 10559
Fits: All including “S” Model

Includes:
1. (1) Polycarbonate Back P/N 10559-01
2. (4) P/N 9881 Quick Connect Clamps
3. (1) Velcro (hook & loop) 12” for bottom
4. (2) One Wrap Velcro 8”
5. (1) Logo Sticker

Installation:
If you have an “S” model remove the seats and put into place from the inside of the vehicle. Do not be afraid to flex polycarbonate.

1. Read the cleaning instructions on the protective film on the polycarbonate before removing from both sides.
2. Remove the 1/4” nylon nuts from the clamps and set aside for now. You will install these last. Note: do not over tighten these nuts they will break very easy.
3. Apply the 12” Velcro to the flange along the bottom. This will keep the bottom from rattling.
4. Using the Quick clamps and thumbscrews attach the cab back to your cage.
5. Secure the middle to the 1-1/2” cross tube with the Velcro One wrap supplied.